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Preface

0. Introduction

The case study exploration of kinetic devices and
the reuse of recycled or found materials were starting points for a third year architecture design studio.
Highlights of full-scale rekinetic installations and connections to students’ studio building design projects are
discussed. Students used a broad range of tools from
diagrams, drawings, physical and digital modeling to
develop strategies for the design and construction of
rekinetic device installations and for the translation of
these concepts into design studio projects. The inspiration for developing these rekinetic devices came from a
range of examples: László Moholy-Nagy’s 1930s Light
Space Modulator, Arthur Ganson¹s Kinetic Machine,
Theo Jansen’s Kinetic Beasts and for the reuse of
recycled materials, El Anatsui, an artist born and raised
in Anayako, Ghana, who developed a tapestry called
Untitled, 2007, made out of the aluminum from the
labels of local liquor bottles.

The underlying premise of these rekinetic digital mashups was to see if having students build in full-scale,
even if just for a temporary exhibition, would have any
impact on improving the translation of these rekinetic
installation concepts into the design of a building design project. This was the first time that this instructor
had the opportunity to have students work in parallel
on an exhibition installation at the same time of having students work on the design of a building. Students
were encouraged to translate these devices into the
skin/structural systems or spatial sequences of the
project. And of course they were not necessarily limited
to connecting to these aspects of the project. The building design program for the design studio was the 2010
ACSA/AISC Steel Competition to design the ReLigare
Institute: Reconnecting Mind and Body. The site for
the building was located in Manhattan, NY between
18th and 19th Streets, intersecting Chelsea’s High Line
elevated park.

The rekinetic digital mashups sequence

1. ReKinetic Devices

1. Rekinetic device installations were designed in
collaborative teams of four and were digitally and
physically modeled and the strategies for incorporating
recycled materials were developed.

There were five rekinetic installations developed: skinHALE, We’ve Lost our Marbles!, The Light Modulator,
Swarm, and Wind Wall. For the purposes of this paper I
will focus on just two of the installations and will discuss
the linkages to the design studio projects.

2. These rekinetic devices where prototyped at full-scale
for a university rekinetics exhibition. The requirements
for this exhibition were for full-scaled devices to be constructed out of 80% recycled materials and with additional components for installation could not exceed $200.

2. Full-Scaled Re Kinetic Installations:
skinHALE: This was the first installation project that
was inspired by the form and function of a lung with the
idea that this installation can stimulate the intake and
expiration of air. The original concept for this installation
was to create a kinetic piece that literally ‘breathes’ in
its occupants and as a student passes by, it would expand and contract. Investigations into the use of weight
and sonar sensors to detect the presence of a ‘volume’
led to the final piece, which rhythmically inhales and
exhales according to a programmed microprocessor
controlling a motor attached to the frame of each ‘lung.’

3. Lessons learned from these full-scaled rekinetic
installations were first mashed up into the development
of individual student building design projects and then
second, students were set up in collaborative two-person teams for mashing up the dominate traits of each
of the individual projects into one project.
4. The collaborative team’s reflections on the design
process.
5. Instructor’s reflections on the design process.
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The final installation was controlled by a manual switch
that allowed for the utilization of three skinny membranes (spandex) that allowed for a simulation of lung
movements to take place, with room for interactions in
between. Visitors experienced the therapeutic rhythm
of a deep breath of this device as they walked by. The
materials for the installation were black spandex fabric,
fishing line, and microprocessor/batteries to simulate
the lung movements.
Swarm3: This was the second installation project that
was originally inspired by developing a dancing kinetic
movements skin system and evolved into developing a
system that responded to the theories of swarm intelligence (e.g. ants, birds, fish, etc). The original concept
for the exhibition was to create an installation piece that
would move with the wind. The final installation material was developed using mainly umbrella components
and installed in a manner that provided a kinetic sense
of movement. The umbrella pieces were constructed in
a manner that expressed the swarm principles of this
piece.

Figure 1: Cogan’s Initial Individual Building Design Project –
Concept of Building as “Lung.”

3. Building Design Projects Linkages to ReKinetic
Installations
The full-scaled skinHale and the Swarm rekinetic device
installations linked to two studio building design projects. The first is called “The Urban Lung4” (connected
to rekinetic skinHale installation). The Urban Lung was
defined as having a “skin that is a green breathing
membrane.” The second building project is called “The
Swarm” (connection to rekinetic installation with the title
of Swarm), and the project makes references to the
same swarm theories of the full-scaled rekinetic device
installation, which is expressed in both the skin and the
structural systems of building design projects.

Figure 2: Mejia’s Initial Individual Building Design Project – Concept of
Building as “Amalgamation.”

Each student worked individually at first to mashup the
rekinetic installation concepts into their building design
project. The inhale installation concept was best represented in Grant Cogan’s project titled “Lung” (Fig.1),
which was visibly developed into the skin system of the
project. Mejia’s was another interesting project (Fig.2).
The “Swarm” installation concept was best represented
in Nick Pappas’s project titled “Swarm” (Fig.4) and
Gutierrez’s “Kinetic Skeleton” was partly based on
Jansen’s kinetic beasts (Fig. 3). After several weeks of
development students were assigned into collaborative teams where they worked together to mashup the
strengths of two individual projects at the same time
they were further developing the rekinetic installation
themes as part of the architectural vocabulary that were
strongly represented in one or both of these projects.

3. Gutierrez’s Initial Individual Building Design Project: Concept of
Building as “Kinetic Skeleton” (based in part on the concepts of Jansen’s
kinetic beasts).
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Figure 4: Pappas’s Initial Individual Building Design Project: Concept of Building as “Swarm”.

4. Building Project Concept - Urban Lung - Skin as
a Green, Breathing Membrane

ing and lighting demands, evoking a respiratory lung
like vocabulary for building project. The ETFE system
is lightweight, cost-effective, durable, and it is made of
recycled material (Fig. 5 and 6).

When the two individual projects were mashed up, the
concepts of building as “lung” and as “amalgamation”
developed into a combined project of building as “urban
lung.” The idea of urban lung was for the building to
be a breathing apparatus tying the project to a larger
context of the urban environment of New York City. An
ETFE pillow system is the building’s skin system material, and the pillows are patterned with a frit system that
inflates and deflates according to environmental heat2008-2010 Joint Study Journal

Student Reflections on the Mashup Design Process
Student 1 - Grant Cogan5: Starting with individual
projects that we had all grown connected to and being
tasked to combine elements from two different projects
to create a more developed architecture required a trust
in our partners and a strong step away from the individu-
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alist perspectives that students are very prone to adopt.
Altogether, it was a wonderful lesson in collaboration
that helped me recognize the potentials and efficiencies of working in complete collaboration. Perhaps what
was most interesting was to redirect two high-concept
designs and in their inevitable mashup, establishing a
new collaborative story that responded to the changes
in form. Though it initially appeared a challenge, we
relied entirely upon the similarities and strongest characteristics found in each design to find a new vocabulary
geared towards the idea of an urban tear of greenery.
It was incredible to see how naturally the mashed up
vocabulary connected with the existing site conditions
of Manhattan, New York’s High Line and the original
concepts of the Re-Ligare Institute program to develop a
mind and body institute. Though there were initial fears
of losing a connection to the original intentions of our individual projects, following the mashup process and being required to use the full-scaled rekinetic installations
concepts acted as a filter that accentuated the strongest
and most effective components of each project in order
to create an ultimately more developed architecture.

came up with a design that incorporated key aspects
from both our projects. One of the focuses of the
project was tying in the impact the High Line has with
Manhattan and how it translated into the vocabulary of
the building. The connection is meant to be both explicit
and implied, tying sustainability with the urban vernacular of New York.
Collaborative Design Tools Used7
The development of this mashup project was largely experienced through the use of digital modeling software.
Through mostly digital modeling mixed with physical
study modeling, we were able to translate the project’s
studies of structure, form and skin into a project that
clearly represented our intentions. Additionally, it is safe
to say our developments in digital skills were largely
due in part to the development of multiple iterations of
design project along with the observations of the range
of different modeling techniques of our colleagues. This
ability to work in a 20-person studio highly diversifies
our ability to learn and to refine our digital skills. If we
were to do this process again, we would place a larger
focus on analog studies and go back and forth a little
more fluidly between digital and analog developments.
There is still plenty of room to explore the expansion
of the tears and how they accumulate, and following a
more fluid process could unlock that.

Student 2 - Luis Mejia6: Taking both of our concepts,
lung and amalgamation to develop a project called
“urban lung” we focused on the attributes of each of our
projects that would work best together. Ultimately, we
a						

b			

d						

e			

c

f

Figure 5: Building as Urban Lung4 (connection to inHale installation): skin as a green, breathing membrane: (a) Digital models. (b) Drawing study.
(c) Collage study. (d) Installation proposal. (e) Physical model. (f) Installation.
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a

Figure 6: Digitally mashedup building design project: “Urban Lung” showing
(a) skin/volumetric components and (b) interior immersive views.

b
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5. Building Project Concept – “The Swarm”
When the two individual projects were mashed up, the
concepts of building as “Swarm” and “Kinetic Skeleton”
developed into a combined project of building as “The
Swarm” (Fig. 7 and 8). The idea of The Swarm was
for the building to represent the artificial and natural
systems (i.e., highways, railroads, subways, concepts
behind flocks of birds. schools of fish, etc.) in the urban
context, to root the project to the context of the city. The
building is wrapped with piped aluminum extrusions
that perform as horizontal louvers. The external ribs
provide shade during the hot summer season while allowing light into the building during the cold winter. 8

a

Student Reflections on the Mashup Design Process
Collaborative Comments - Marcela Gutierrez + Nick
Pappas9: The mashup process was enough of both the
old (individual student projects) and new (the combined project to be developed) to keep us motivated.
We started our mashup by discussing what we would
have liked to have done on our projects that we didn’t
have time to do or didn’t know how to do. We evaluated what the strengths and weaknesses of our own
projects were. Both of us found that one of the faults in
both of the projects was the lack of building sectional
development. We decided to start the new project by
developing an interesting section through the building
including dynamic atrium spaces cutting through the
more developed program spaces. Starting off with this
method really helped us to develop the project more
than we would have been able to if we had started out
from scratch. As a team, we took the most developed
parts of each project and molded them together to create a new piece, which still visibly showed aspects of
both projects.

b

Collaborative Design Tools Used10
Even though our computer modeling skills were limited
or non-existent before the start of this class, during that
quarter we picked up what I considered a lot of valuable
information, and I learned basic modeling techniques
from peers, from tutorials, and by experimentation.

c
Figure 7: Swarm installation: (a) Digital model.
(b) Installation components. (c) Completed installation.

Our process began with analog sketches of what we
wanted to accomplish, working into existing digital computer models, and building analog models. This quarter
was more geared towards refining and working into existing models so the tools that we used the most were
the section tools, the make 2D tool and such. These
tools helped to better represent the project in drawing.
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As stated before, we began our design with various
charrettes using analog techniques such as sketching
and rip and tear models. Once we were satisfied with
where we were going, we worked into the models and
refined them to be consistent with the new design. We
found that one of the best ways to learn to use software
is to ask classmates how they did certain things.
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a							

b

Figure 8: Digitally mashed up building design project “The Swarm” showing (a) section detail and skin components and (b) building systems.

Figure 9: Final Project Posters
The Urban Lung - skin as a green breathing membrane.
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Figure 10: Final Project Posters
The Swarm – building systems (skin + structure) as a representation of
contextual artificial and natural systems.
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6. Instructor’s Reflection on the Design and Use of
Tools Process 11

sign process. Even though the students involved with
these two building design studio projects had a range
of digital modeling expertise, I think the focus on how
they worked is a significant part in how far they progressed in developing the building design projects.

Whenever possible it does make sense to have students work in full scale – even if developing installations for an exhibition, which can seem quite limited in
terms of visible results. Having students connect design projects to concepts behind full-scale work has its
strengths and weaknesses. The strengths of doing this
are that there is a great deal that students can learn in
the process of taking an initial idea and having to sell
this idea to a client (in this case the library staff putting
on the exhibition) and developing a strategy to build a
project within the constraints of a schedule and budget.
I also think that students start to understand conceptually the tectonics of building in that digital and physical
model representations do need to show the complexities of the building’s systems integration, such as skin
and structure and provide a sense of how these things
might work. While there is not enough room to show
this in this paper, there was a significant difference in
the initial individual building project designs, when the
pre-rekinetic installations were completed, and when
the students were combined into collaborative mashup
teams, post rekinetic installations and the level of building systems integration that was apparent in the later
development of these projects (Fig. 9 and 10).

Notes
1. ReKinetic: Cal Poly State University’s Library Installation
from April 15 to June 6, 2010.
2. skinHALE: One of four of the rekinetic device installations.
The students involved with the design and construction of this
project were Grant Cogan, Shannon Smith, Marcela Gutierrez, Emily Kirwan with the assistance of Josiah Auer, a 3rd
year mechanical engineering student.
3. Swarm: One of four of the rekinetic device installations.
The students involved with the design and construction of this
project were Emily Ho, Nathan Kiatkulpiboone, Nick Pappas,
Karen Wang.
4. Urban Lung: This project’s building design concept was
developed by the two students working collaboratively, Grant
Cogan and Luis Mejia.
5. Student 1: Grant Cogan: Excerpts from reflective comments on the design process submitted on June 11th, 2010.
6. Student 2: Luis Mejia: Excerpts from reflective comments
on the design process submitted on June 11th, 2010.
7. Final Reflective Journal Excerpts: Submitted collaboratively
by Grant Cogan and Luis Mejia on June 11th, 2010.

The weakness of doing this is the time devoted to
the actual logistics of full-scale making. An inordinate
amount of time was devoted to adjusting things that did
not quite work at first and making changes that were
required to assure that these devices were going to be
able to withstand the levels of interaction of the public
over a two-month period.

8. The Swarm: Building design concept developed by two
students working collaboratively, Marcela Gutierrez and Nick
Pappas.
9. Collaborative Comments from Marcela Gutierrez and Nick
Pappas: Excerpts from reflective comments submitted on
June 11th, 2010.
10. Final Reflective Journal excerpts on design tools use:
Submitted collaboratively by Marcela Gutierrez and Nick Pappas on June 11th, 2010.

Combining the mashup of rekinetic devices with having
students work in collaborative groups and requiring that
students work into existing digital and physical model
work allows the students to get further along in the de-

11. Instructor’s Reflections on the Design and Use of Tools
Process: By Thomas Fowler.

Thomas Fowler’s teaching responsibilities include third year design and building technology courses,

working with a range of independent study students, co-teaching an interdisciplinary fourth year design
studio (architecture and architectural engineering) and directing his award winning digital media and
community design + build facility founded in 1997, called the Collaborative Integrative-Interdisciplinary
Digital-Design Studio (CIDS). This facility provides students to integrate a range of digital technology in
the design studio process and also for a range of interdisciplinary community projects. During Professor
Fowler’s career he has received a number of national and local awards in recognition of his teaching and
research activities and a selected list of these awards include: NCARB Prize for the Design Collaboratory
in 2010 with Professors Cabrinha, Doerfler and Dong, ACSA Creative Achievement Award in 2009-2010,
the American Institute of Architects (AIA) Education Honor Award for CIDS in 2008 and 2009, and also
selected for the AIA Doer’s Profile in 2008.
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